Extraction Filters
The demand for efficient air filtration systems in industry has never
been greater. Stringent specifications for clean, pollution free
environments have to be maintained, and at the most economical
cost. We supply a range of filter types for your spray booth, powder
booth, or blast room extraction.

ORDER CODES
Code

Description

Typically use

Size

PAINTSTOP

Paintstop Roll is design to collect paint overspray in spray booths.
Constructed from continuous filament glass fibres with an open weave
pattern. Recognised by its green and white colour.

PST290

A dual stage synthetic product often used
as an alternative to paint stop.

B207229

Pleated Spray Booth Filter.

0.9m x 9.2m

B207229SEF

High efficiency version of above with additional synthetic media.

0.9m x 6.0m

ORANGETAG

Combination filter with layered card and a synthetic backing.

1m x 10m

FDC

Pleated Cartridge Filters - Typically used for filtering dusts. Their pleated
construction allows them to be very compact relative to the amount of
airflow passing through them.

TA600

An high efficiency air input filter normally used in spray room roofs.

GP

Box Filters containing paintstop glass fibre media.

PP

Box Filters containing pleated panel media.

1m x 20m
Spray Booth
Extraction

Shot-blasting or
Powder Coating
extraction dusts

SPRAY PAINTING EQUIPMENT

Extraction Filters and Spray Booth Chemicals

1m x 20m

Variety of sizes to
suit application.

Spray Room
Input Filtration

Various
0.6m x 0.6m
and other

Booth Chemicals
We supply a variety of products to ensure the efficient and safe
operation of the spray booth.

C-130

Liquid Denaturant - added to water wash booths
to treat and denture paint. Helps prevent clogging
of pipes and jets.

25 Litre

C-135

Foam Suppressant - minimises build up of foam
in water wash booths.

20 Litre

C-190

Oven Coating - a tacky liquid applied to oven walls to
trap airborne dusts and contamination.

25 Litre

C-200

Peelable Booth Coating - a protective coating which is
sprayed onto booth surfaces. It dries into a plastic film,
which can be peeled away when solid.

25 Litre

C-240

Alternative Versions of C-200:
Heavy Duty Floor Coating

25 Litre

C-250

Alternative Versions of C-200: Clear Coating for Lights

25 Litre

T-600

Tack Cloths - for preparing a dust free
surface prior to painting.

50

67
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